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High precision, single-wavelength optical monitoring of reflectance was shown to be useful in the study
of initial oxidation of very thin metal films by low pressure oxygen at room temperature. Thin films of
Al, Ni, and Hf metal were sputter-deposited on silicon substrates and their subsequent oxidations were
observed at low oxygen partial pressure using a temperature-stabilised laser diode reflectometer. Based
on the derived properties of the appropriate metal and oxide films, optical monitoring data were fitted
as a multilayer stack comprised of oxide/metal/SiO2/Si. The fitting results show that the exposure to
oxygen at a partial pressure of 0.04 Pa forms a certain finite thickness of oxide film on the metal surface.
A range of kinetic models such as Deal-Grove, Massoud, and Cabrera-Mott are commonly used to describe
the surface oxidation process. However, these models cannot be applied to the initial stage of oxidation,
which occurs when a pure metal surface is exposed to oxygen as measured here. Instead, simple chemical
reaction kinetics is used to model the time-dependent experimental results of the early stages of oxidation,
thus we obtain the equation d(t) = do[1−exp(−t/τ)] and d(t) = do[1−1/(1+t/τ)] for the gas environments
of this investigation.
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An oxide layer forms rapidly when a fresh metal surface
is exposed to an oxygen-including atmosphere. At at-
mospheric pressure and room temperature, the layer is
usually self-limiting, resulting in a so-called native-oxide
layer with a thickness of a few nanometers. For example,
in Banerjee’s report[1], a silicon wafer had a native oxide
layer of around 2 nm, while according to the investigation
in Ref. [2] on the initial oxidation of Fe-nanoparticles,
the typical thickness of the native oxide layer was said
to be 2−3 nm.

The thickness of oxide formed on thin metal films is of
interest for a number of applications. This is particularly
so for metallisation layers used in the manufacture of
backplanes for plastic electronics where two or more very
thin layers of metal may be necessary to provide both ad-
hesion to the polymer substrate and sufficiently low sheet
resistance (e.g., Ti/Au, Ni/Au, Cr/Au, etc.). Even when
no oxygen is deliberately introduced into the vacuum
chamber, low levels may still be available to the metal
films due to residual water vapour outgassing from the
polymer substrate or the chamber walls. The degree and
rate of oxidation of the less noble, adhesion-promoting
layers at the typical oxygen pressures encountered in vac-
uum chambers are of great importance in determining
the performance and lifetime of devices and are not eas-
ily measured after deposition is complete. In the course
of researching alternative metallisation layers, we inves-
tigated the first stage of oxidation of several metals at
low oxygen partial pressures and presented some initial
results. Precise in-situ measurements of reflectance dur-
ing the deposition and oxidation of thin metal films of
Al, Ni, and Hf on silicon substrates were used to measure
reliably extremely thin oxide films formed in very low
oxygen partial pressures.

A range of kinetic models such as the Deal-Grove[3],
Massoud[4], and Cabrera-Mott (CM) models[5,6] have
been used to describe the surface oxidation of metals,

but these are limited to subsequent thermal processes
and are not valid for the initial oxidation, which occurs
when a fresh metal surface is exposed to oxygen. Zh-
danov et al. modified the CM model for the oxidation
of nm-sized metal particles[7]. However, no clear result
has been demonstrated to prove that the modified model
agrees with the experiment. Lopez-Beltran et al. inves-
tigated the oxidation of nickel thin films, showing that
the experimental data followed a parabolic equation[8].
In the absence of suitable models, simple chemical reac-
tion kinetics was used here to model the experimental
results of the time dependence of the very early stages of
oxidation.

The in-situ investigation of surface oxidation of metal
films was carried out in a microwave plasma-assisted
pulsed-DC sputtering system described in the Refs.
[9,10]. Appropriate dielectric functions of the metal
films and fully oxidised films were known from the pre-
vious experiments using this equipment.

This system, equipped with a single wavelength optical
monitoring system, is shown in Fig. 1. A temperature-
stabilised laser diode operating at a wavelength of 670
nm provided a large and very stable signal to noise in re-
flectance mode. The laser entered the chamber through
a window that we coated on both sides with an anti-
reflection coating for 670 nm. Two metal targets, which
are mounted on the left and right hand sides of the
chamber, were available for deposition. The microwave
plasma applicator was at the top position. The opti-
cal monitoring system was mounted at the 45◦ position
on the right hand side. Substrates were mounted on a
rotating drum. During film deposition, substrates on
the rotating drum passed through the deposition area,
microwave plasma area, and optical monitoring area se-
quentially. The versatile microwave plasma is also used
for substrate pre-cleaning with argon gas mixtures, ac-
tivation of reactive gases, and post-deposition treatment.
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Fig. 1. Arrangement of the optical monitoring and deposition
system.

Table 1. Refractive Index and Extinction Coeff icient
of Thin Ni, Al, and Hf Metal and Oxide Films

Ni Al Hf

Metal Oxide Metal Oxide Metal Oxide

n 2.3962 2.3465 1.7768 1.6453 3.6616 2.0926

k 3.9141 0.1234 7.5393 0 3.1098 0

To study oxidation by optical monitoring, metal films
were deposited onto the silicon substrates, which were
cleaned of organic residues using an argon microwave
plasma step before deposition. The native oxide layer
on the silicon substrates themselves was not affected by
this step and was considered in later analysis. All metal
films were then deposited without microwave plasma as-
sistance and using 190 sccm of argon gas only. Immedi-
ately after deposition of the fresh metal films, 30 sccm
of oxygen gas was introduced into the chamber to ob-
serve the initial oxidation of the metal film under the
argon/oxygen environment. This equates to a partial
pressure of 0.04 Pa in the chamber. Note that the future
work will investigate how oxidation depends on partial
pressure. The in-situ reflectance was recorded at normal
incidence once per second as the drum rotates at 60 rpm.

A sharp decrease in the reflectance of the fresh metal
films was observed when oxygen gas was first introduced
into the vacuum chamber. However, there was no change
in the reflectance of the silicon films when oxygen was
introduced into the chamber prior to metal deposition.
This confirms that the reduction in reflectance is due to
the reactions on the metal film surface and not simply
due to the presence of oxygen.

The values of n and k at 670 nm used for fitting the
reflectance data are given in Table 1 for thin Ni, Al, and
Hf metal and oxide films. These were obtained from pre-
vious measurements of sputtered films.

A silicon substrate was used for optical monitoring.
Due to the excellent signal to noise ratio obtained with
the laser reflectometer, the measured reflectance was also
very sensitive to the presence of a native oxide layer on
silicon. By fitting the data obtained before metal layer
deposition, it was found that there was a 2 nm thick na-
tive oxide on the surface of the silicon substrate. The
refractive index and extinction coefficient of Si and SiO2

are well known. Combined with the refractive index and

extinction coefficient of the metals and oxides from Sec-
tion 3, we have almost all the parameters needed for the
simulation and fitting of the optical monitor data (as-
suming refractive index homogeneity in the layers).

Here, we have an unusual modelling problem in that the
oxide layer is formed from the already deposited metal,
and thus the metal film thickness and the oxide film
thickness at any given time are related. A metal film
of thickness dm will lead to an oxide layer of thickness
do, wherein do 6= dm because of the density differences
between the metal and the oxide. The last piece of in-
formation we need is a thickness correction factor, f =
do/dm. The number of metal atoms per unit area in a
metal and oxide film can be obtained from

Nmetal =
Dm × S × dm

Am
× N0, (1)

Noxide = Nm × Do × S × do

Mo
× N0, (2)

where Dm and Do are the densities, dm and do are the
thicknesses of the metal and oxide layer, respectively, Am

is the metal atomic weight, Mo is the oxide molecule
weight, S is a unit area, Nm is the metal atom number in
one oxide molecule, and N0 is Avogadro’s number. Here,
Nm is 1, 2, and 1 for NiO, Al2O3, and HfO2, respectively.

The number of metal atoms per unit area must re-
main the same before and after oxidation. Thus, we have
Nmetal = Noxide, and the required thickness factor is

f =
do

dm
=

Dm × Mo

Do × Am × Nm
. (3)

Finally, the thickness correction factors are obtained
as 1.66, 1.28, and 1.48 for Ni, Al, and Hf, respectively.

The measured reflectance during Ni, Al, and Hf film
deposition and oxygen exposure is shown in Fig. 2. By
fitting the reflectance data, we obtained the metal layer
thicknesses and oxide layer thicknesses as a function of
time. The layer stack used for fitting the growing metal
layers was metal-layer/2-nm-SiO2/Si. For the oxida-
tion stage, a layer stack of oxide-layer/metal-layer/2-
nm-SiO2/Si was used. If the final deposited thickness of
the metal film is dfinal, and the remaining metal thick-
ness at a given time is d, then the oxide thickness is
constrained to be f(dfinal-d), where f is the thickness
correction factor derived in Eq. (3) above. A program

Fig. 2. Reflectance versus time for Ni, Al, and Hf deposition
and surface oxidation.
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Fig. 3. Metal and oxide thickness versus time for Ni, Al, and
Hf deposition and surface oxidation.

Fig. 4. Fittings for oxide layer thickness against time by
chemical reaction kinetics.

Table 2. Fitting Parameters for the Initial Oxidation
of Ni, Al, and Hf Surface

First-order Reaction Second-order Reaction

d01(nm) d02 (nm) τ (s) d01(nm) d02 (nm) τ (s)

Ni 0 0.49 2.24 0 0.50 0.89

Al 0.19 0.38 9.87 0.19 0.41 5.82

Hf 0.31 1.02 1.47 0.31 1.05 0.73

for fitting the reflectance data was written in Mathcad.
The calculated thicknesses of the remaining metal and
growing oxide layer against time are shown in Fig. 3.

On the Al and Hf surfaces we found that an oxide layer
began to form at a growth rate of 0.034 Å/s on Al and
0.058 Å/s on Hf even before the introduction of oxygen,
but no such effect was observed for the Ni film. This
oxidation is presumably due to the small residual oxygen
partial pressure in the chamber and the affinity of Al and
Hf for oxygen. Thus, there was already an oxide layer of
0.19 nm on Al surface and 0.31 nm on Hf surface at the
time when oxygen was deliberately introduced into the
chamber. At this point, the reflectance of all samples
showed a sharp downwards jump.

The fitting results show that the oxide layer thicknesses
all stabilise in a very short time after the introduction of
oxygen. The finite thicknesses are 0.52, 0.6, and 1.35
nm for NiO, Al2O3, and HfO2, respectively, under a 4.5

mTorr chamber pressure with Ar gas flow of 190 sccm
and O2 partial pressure of 0.04 Pa.

Initial surface oxidation is a complex process. Oxygen
molecules must collide with the surface and become ab-
sorbed as molecules or atoms. The trapped oxygen may
diffuse or dissolve in a thin surface layer. Oxide nucleates
form in this thin layer at favourable sites. The nucleates
then grow to form a complete thin oxide film[11]. The sur-
face oxide layer usually reaches a finite thickness of a few
nanometers at room temperature and atmospheric pres-
sure, being limited by the diffusion of oxygen through the
oxide layer to reach unreacted metal. Surface reconstruc-
tion can also occur during metal surface oxidation, and
the metal surface morphology and defects are important
factors for surface oxidation as well. Yang et al.[12] de-
veloped a description of the initial oxidation process by
using the heteroepitaxial concept of a “zone of oxygen
capture”. The coverage of oxide nucleation on film sur-
face can be fitted very well by the following equation[12]

N = 1 − exp
(
−kL2

dt
)
, (4)

where N is the number density of nuclei, and L2
d is the

area of the zone of oxygen capture.
As it describes the oxide nuclei coverage, it is difficult

to use this equation to analyse how the thickness of the
initial oxide layer changes with time. Here, we will use
a generalized approach of chemical reaction kinetics. We
assume that only the metal surface layer of a certain
thickness will be oxidised, as initial oxidation stops at
about a few nanometers. The oxidation rate depends on
the concentration of the metal element on this surface
layer. By using integrated rate laws[13], we obtain the
following equations.

For a first-order reaction

d(t) = d02

[
1 − exp

(
− t

τ

)]
+ d01. (5)

For a second-order reaction

d(t) = d02

[
1 − 1

1 + t/τ

]
+ d01, (6)

where (d01+d02) is the final thickness of the native oxide
layer when t intends to infinity.

Let d01 be equal to zero. Rewriting Eq. (5), we have

d(t)
d02

= 1 − exp
(
− t

τ

)
. (7)

It is clear that Eq. (7) has a similar format with Eq.
(4). The reason is that Eq. (4) is obtained with the
assumption that the probability of an oxide nucleation
event is proportional to the fraction of the available sur-
face area outside these zones of capture, which is the idea
of chemical reaction kinetics.

Using Eqs. (5) and (6), the thickness of the oxide layer
against time is fitted (Fig. 4). The first-order equa-
tion fits the Ni surface oxidation slightly better than the
second-order equation does. However, the fittings using
the second-order equation for Al and Hf surface oxidation
are far better than those using the first-order equation.

The fitting parameters for the initial oxidation of Ni,
Al, and Hf surface are shown in Table 2. The d01 are
not zero for Al and Hf because there was already a thin
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oxide layer before oxygen was introduced, although no
oxide layer was found at this stage for Ni. According to
the reaction time constant τ , the reaction speed of Al is
much slower than others. The final initial oxide thick-
nesses are about 0.50, 0.60, and 1.36 nm for Ni, Al, and
Hf, respectively.

In conclusion, initial oxidation of Ni, Al, and Hf metal
film surfaces at a partial pressure of 0.04 Pa was stud-
ied in our sputtering system (MicroDyn 40000) using an
in-situ single wavelength monitoring system. This laser-
based system was demonstrated to be suitable for mea-
suring changes in reflectance due to the extremely thin
layers of metal and oxide.

Using the refractive index and extinction coefficient
of these metals and oxides previously obtained from the
sputtering system, the optical monitor data for surface
oxidation were fitted using an appropriate layer stack
and optical models.

Therefore, kinetic equations of the initial stages of ox-
idation were developed using chemical reaction kinetics.
The first-order equation fits Ni surface oxidation slightly
better than the second-order equation does. However,
fits to the second-order equation to Al and Hf surface ox-
idation are far better than those to the first-order equa-
tion. According to the derived reaction time constants
τ , the reaction rate of Al is much slower than that of
Hf and Ni. The final initial oxide thicknesses are about
0.50, 0.60, and 1.36 nm for Ni, Al, and Hf, respectively.
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